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The phenomenon of snap-off during imbibition in porous media, a fundamental two-phase fluid flow phenomenon, plays a

crucial role in both crude oil production and carbon dioxide (CO ) utilization and storage. In porous media where two

phases coexist, the instability of the phase interface may give rise to various displacement phenomena, including pore–

body filling, piston-like displacement, and snap-off. Snap-off, characterized by the generation of discrete liquid droplets or

gas bubbles, assumes paramount significance. 
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1. Introduction

Imbibition during oil reservoir exploration is a universally present and crucial process, where a nonwetting phase is

displaced by a wetting phase within porous media . Specially, when there are two immiscible liquids present within

porous media, capillary forces drive the wetting phase to infiltrate, displacing the initial nonwetting phase. Imbibition, as a

primary mechanism for displacing crude oil, plays a pivotal role, particularly in heterogeneous oil reservoirs  and

heavy oil-recovery processes . By influencing the flow and distribution of fluids, imbibition significantly impacts

crude oil-recovery rates. The competition between viscous forces and capillary forces has been verified as the cause of

imbibition . In particular, capillary forces induced by surface tension promote the spontaneous movement of the

wetting phase within narrow channels, while viscous forces determined by liquid viscosity and flow velocity hinder the flow

of the nonwetting phase within pores. Under different types of porous media and fluid conditions, the relative magnitudes

of capillary forces and viscous forces vary, thus affecting the efficiency and outcomes of the imbibition process .

This ultimately results in different characteristics of imbibition under various reservoir and rock conditions.

Imbibition, with its distinct characteristics, can be further categorized into three categories: quasistatic imbibition,

spontaneous imbibition, and dynamic forced imbibition. In quasistatic imbibition , the process involves promoting

imbibition by gradually diminishing the impact of capillary forces. Specially, capillary forces are altered by adjusting

external conditions or medium properties, thereby influencing the progression of imbibition. Spontaneous imbibition 

is an outcome that occurs independently of external conditions. In this scenario, imbibition is propelled solely by the

interaction of various forces within the medium, without any external interference. Dynamic forced imbibition  occurs

when an external force is deliberately applied to inject a wetting phase into subsurface porous media, displacing the

nonwetting phase. In this case, the imbibition process is significantly influenced by an external force. Due to differences in

the flow direction, imbibition processes can be further classified into two categories: cocurrent imbibition and

countercurrent imbibition. When cocurrent imbibition occurs, the nonwetting phase is displaced by the wetting phase,

which flows in the same direction as it does . Conversely, countercurrent imbibition occurs when the flow of the

nonwetting phase within the porous media is the opposite the flow of the wetting phase . These distinct types and

flow directions of imbibition processes yield diverse effects on the ultimate oil recovery during practical oil reservoir

exploitation.

In porous media where two phases coexist, the instability of the phase interface may give rise to various displacement

phenomena during the imbibition process. Typical phenomena include piston-like displacement, pore–body filling, and

snap-off. The imbibition process allows the wetting phase to efficiently ingress and continuously displace the nonwetting

phase in porous media with wide-ranging continuous-flow pathways. This displacement results in the formation of a

piston-like front that progressively advances along the flow pathways in porous media, and this phenomenon is known as

piston-like displacement . When small pores are present within porous media, the wetting phase can fully occupy these

pores during imbibition, entirely displacing the nonwetting phase. This phenomenon is known as pore–body filling .

When porous media contain flow pathways characterized by intricate geometric configurations or narrow constrictions,

localized fluid pinching may occur at these constrictions as the wetting phase penetrates to displace the nonwetting

phase. Then, snap-off is the term for the phenomena when discrete small droplets are formed as a result of this pinching
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. These three phenomena result from the interaction between the wetting phase and the nonwetting phase during the

imbibition process, influenced by factors such as the geometric structure of the porous media, fluid properties, and flow

conditions. Piston-like displacement and pore–body filling are generally regarded as beneficial for the crude oil-recovery

process, since they effectively displace the nonwetting phase within porous media. On the contrary, snap-off,

characterized by the generation of discrete small droplets that trap the nonwetting phase within narrow constrictions,

poses challenges to achieve complete displacement. Consequently, it is generally regarded as unfavorable for

conventional oil production.

2. Mechanisms of Snap-Off

The occurrence of snap-off was initially noted during investigations of fluid transport within porous media in the early

1960s . This phenomenon encompasses the snap-off of gas bubbles in the presence of water, as well as the snap-

off of oil droplets in the context of oil–water coexistence.

Snap-off of gas bubbles was initially documented in 1961 within porous media where gas and water coexist . Fried

observed gas bubbles resulting from the snap-off phenomenon and proposed two processes for it: (1) Snap-off occurs

when gas flows through a liquid-filled constriction, causing a new bubble to form. (2) When a long gas bubble transits

through a liquid-filled constriction, snap-off ensues, resulting in the division of the long gas bubble into smaller gas

bubbles. Subsequently, in 1962, Goldsmith and Mason observed and recorded bubbles generated through snap-off at the

narrow gap of a cylindrical capillary . They created an artificial narrow-gap structure by connecting capillaries with

cross-sectional radii of 0.1 cm and 0.4 cm. Later, Mast  and Ransohoff et al.  conducted more comprehensive

investigations into the snap-off phenomenon when both gas and water were present. Mast conducted experiments by

using etched-glass micromodels, which featured a constricted section with a smaller cross-sectional area than the rest of

the model. These models were saturated with a detergent solution, and gas was subsequently introduced to observe

changes in the gas–liquid interface when both phases were present. The results of the experiments revealed notable

changes in the gas–liquid interface at the constricted region, which caused gas bubbles to form. It is important to note that

these bubbles could potentially become trapped at the constriction. Consequently, flow patterns were modified due to

variations in the resistance to the flow in different directions through the porous network, subsequently affecting capillary

resistance and resulting in the regeneration of smaller gas bubbles within the blocked constriction.

Roof observed oil droplets formed through snap-off during waterflooding experiments in 1970 . In this experiment, glass

tubing with circular cross-sectional pore–throat structures was utilized to replicate the waterflooding process within water-

wet media, and the snap-off phenomenon was observed, wherein oil was displaced from the channel walls by water,

ultimately leading to the formation of discrete oil droplets. The glass tubing used in the experiment had undergone

treatment with a hydrofluoric acid solution to render it water-wet. During this snap-off process, water formed a film that

spread along the tube walls, displacing the oil phase to the center of the tube and forming a symmetrical collar-shaped

oil–water interface within the narrow constriction. The collar-shaped interface destabilized as water continued displacing

oil, gradually reducing its diameter to zero and leading to the snap-off-induced small oil droplets. This visual experiment

provided a comprehensive documentation of snap-off oil droplet formation. It emphasized that, as two-phase fluids flowed

from wider tube sections into narrow constrictions, the curvature radius of the two-phase fluid interface underwent

significant changes. At this juncture, the interfacial curvature exceeded that observed in other sections of the tubing

system. 

Based on these early experimental studies, the mechanisms underlying snap-off encompass variations in the curvature

radius of the two-phase fluid interface within confined regions and the impact of capillary pressure. These mechanisms

give rise to the instability of the collar-shaped interface of the two-phase fluids, ultimately resulting in the occurrence of the

snap-off phenomenon within the narrow constriction.

Moreover, when comparing early investigations dating back to the 1960s with recent research endeavors, it is evident that

experimental snap-off research has undergone a substantial shift as due to improvements in manufacturing and

visualization techniques. This evolution has transitioned the paradigm from employing centimeter-scale experimental

models to adopting micron-scale platforms. Consequently, these advancements have contributed to experimental

investigations that better emulate real-world scenarios. In the realm of numerical investigations on snap-off, the ever-

increasing computational capabilities and ongoing refinements in relevant algorithms have collectively led to increasingly

accurate and detailed microscale simulations. These simulations are tailored to represent multiphase flow within porous

media, all within more confined temporal and spatial dimensions. This precision in microscale simulations enhances the

realism and applicability of the findings.
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3. Influencing Factors of Snap-Off

The aforementioned studies on the snap-off mechanism indicate that the occurrence of snap-off involves the influence of

specific factors, which is ultimately manifested visually through changes in the curvature radius of the two-phase fluid

interface within narrow regions and the influence of capillary pressure. The interface curvature radius stands as a

fundamental property parameter governing the interfaces between distinct phases, symbolizing the degree of curvature

induced by interphase interactions. Capillary pressure signifies the difference in pressure between the wetting and

nonwetting phases. Notably, the interface curvature radius and capillary pressure, both pivotal parameters within the

snap-off mechanism, can be directly correlated through the Young–Laplace equation , presented as Equation (1),

where r  and r  represent the principal radii of curvature (one along horizontal axis and vertical axis), P  and P  denote the

pressures of the phases on either side of the interface, and σ  signifies the interfacial tension.

(1)

In this context, interfacial tension is primarily governed by the properties of the two-phase fluids. Furthermore, the

variation in the curvature radius of the interface is elucidated through the consideration of the two principal radii of

curvature. While the curvature radius serves as a scalar value characterizing the mean curvature of the interface, the

principal radii of curvature provide a more nuanced depiction of the local curvature in two mutually perpendicular

directions. It is noteworthy that the radii of curvature of the interface are influenced not only by the intrinsic properties of

the two-phase fluids but also by the intricate interplay with the attributes of porous media through which the fluid

traverses, encompassing factors like wettability and geometric properties.

3.1. Characteristics of Multiphase Fluids

3.1.1. Capillary Number

The capillary number (Ca) is a dimensionless number used to describe the flow behavior of fluids within capillaries or

small channels . It is defined as Equation (2), where μ represents the viscosity of the continuous phase or the

wetting phase in the two-phase fluid, V signifies the characteristic shear rate (a product of shear rate and droplet radius),

and σ  stands for the interfacial tension between the continuous (wetting) and dispersed (nonwetting) phases.

(2)

The capillary number represents the relative effect of viscous force to interfacial tension force in fluids and holds particular

significance in multiphase flows . Its magnitude influences fluid behavior under various flow conditions and is

commonly employed to describe liquid flow and interface phenomena, including snap-off, within porous media. Regarding

the snap-off event, viscous forces are typically observed to be the driving force, whereas interfacial tension forces are the

resisting force . This implies that a higher capillary number amplifies the influence of viscous forces in the continuous

phase (wetting phase), facilitating the stretching and deformation of the dispersed phase. 

The snap-off phenomenon occurs within a specific range of capillary numbers . Tsai and Miksis investigated how

snap-off was affected by the capillary number . Using simulation methods, they determined two critical values of the

capillary number that indicate when snap-off occurs. When the capillary number falls below the first critical value, a thin

layer of wetting-phase film forms on the wall of the porous media, and the liquid flows slowly toward the narrow

constriction. In such a scenario, the snap-off phenomenon can still occur, but requires a longer time to manifest. If the

actual capillary number falls within the range defined by the first and second critical values, snap-off can occur more

rapidly. When the capillary number is higher than the second critical threshold, the liquid spends very little time in the

constriction, which is insufficient for the snap-off phenomenon to take place. 

3.1.2. Viscosity Ratio

Viscosity is a fundamental property of fluids, quantifying internal resistance within fluids, and it plays a pivotal role in fluid

dynamics. Particularly, in scenarios involving the coexistence of multiphase fluids, viscosity not only directly influences

fluid flow behaviors, such as velocity distribution and velocity profiles, but also has an effect on factors at the interfaces of

these phases. These factors encompass interfacial tension, curvature, inertial forces, and cohesion. The magnitude of the

disparity in viscosity between the wetting and nonwetting phases within a medium intensifies the impacts on the interfaces

between these phases.
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When both wetting and nonwetting phases coexist within a porous medium, their viscosity ratio, denoted as the wetting–

nonwetting viscosity ratio γ = μ /μ , can be employed to analyze the fluid dynamics of these two-phase systems. It has

been proved that the volume of droplets formed through snap-off increases when the wetting–nonwetting viscosity ratio

decreases . This is because a decrease in the wetting–nonwetting viscosity ratio signifies a relative rise in the sheared

nonwetting phase’s viscosity. Consequently, the wetting phase requires a greater generation of shear forces to counteract

the resistance exerted by the nonwetting phase, characterized by higher viscosity. This implies that a lower viscosity ratio

hinders the separation of nonwetting-phase droplets from the continuous wetting phase, making the interfacial alterations

for snap-off more challenging and leading to larger droplet volumes.

3.1.3. Flow Rate Ratio

The flow rate ratio, which represents the ratio of flow rates between the wetting and nonwetting phases, significantly

influence the size, quantity, distribution, and stability of droplets formed during the snap-off process . Generally, a rise

in the flow rate ratio results in snap-off droplets with smaller dimensions, a higher quantity of droplets, uneven spatial

distribution, and reduced stability. In contrast, a decrease in the flow rate ratio leads to snap-off droplets with larger

dimensions, a lower quantity of droplets, uniform distribution, and enhanced stability. The reason for these observed

outcomes is the direct effect of the flow rate ratio on the capillary and inertial forces acting at the interface of the two

phases.

However, it is worth noting that, when different fluids are utilized, although the trends in the influence of the flow rate ratio

on snap-off remain consistent, the underlying mechanisms may exhibit slight variations. Herring et al. comprehensively

investigated the influence of flow rate on snap-off within specific ranges of capillary numbers and viscosity ratios . They

utilized the same wetting phase (brine) but employed two different nonwetting phases (n-decane liquid and air). In the

case of n-decane liquid serving as the nonwetting phase, a decrease in the flow rate ratio, with a constant brine flow rate

but a high-n-decane flow rate, primarily resulted in an enlargement of the n-decane droplets. This outcome can primarily

be attributed to the ability of high-flow-rate n-decane to infiltrate smaller pore throats, facilitating the creation of larger and

more interconnected droplets.

3.2. Wettability of Porous Media

Wettability, as an intrinsic property of porous media, assumes a crucial role in fluid flow processes. It serves as a

parameter to assess the relative affinity of two-phase fluids for the surfaces of porous media, exerting a decisive influence

on fluid distribution, arrangement, and migration within such media . In the context of oil and gas reservoir

exploration, it is customary to conduct wettability measurements on the porous rocks of reservoirs . These

measurements aid in predicting the oil and water distribution, optimizing recovery techniques, and maximizing production

yields.

Numerous studies have substantiated the profound influence of porous-media wettability on the snap-off phenomenon 

. In the context of typical water-wet oil reservoirs, characterized by a porous medium with a contact angle less than

70°, distinct behaviors emerge during the imbibition process as water displaces oil . In this scenario, water, acting as

the wetting phase, readily infiltrates the pores, swiftly occupying their interiors and forming a continuous wetting-phase

film along the pore walls. In contrast, oil, the nonwetting phase, experiences repulsion from the pore walls, leading to its

accumulation in the pore centers, distanced from the walls. The fluid distribution within the medium is driven by the pursuit

of minimizing the interfacial energy, ultimately seeking a stable equilibrium within the system .

3.3. Pore–Throat Geometry and Topology

3.3.1. Cross-Sectional Shape

In contemporary research focused on multiphase fluid flow within porous media, it is a prevailing practice to reasonably

simplify the geometry and topology of these pore structures . Drawing from typical rock core samples obtained

from oil reservoirs, the topology of the porous medium is frequently simplified into regular patterns, as illustrated in Figure
1. Consequently, the cross-sectional shapes of the reservoir pores are simplified into circles, rectangles (including

squares), and triangles .
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of cross-sectional pore and throat structures simplified based on porous media

topology.

Early investigations of snap-off phenomena usually employed glass tubes with circular cross-sections as representative

flow media . Circular shapes, due to their relatively simple geometry, were convenient for construction.

Additionally, the predictability and ease of modeling fluid flow through pores with circular cross-sections made them a

popular choice in related studies. However, it is essential to acknowledge that such geometries may not fully capture the

intricacies of irregularly shaped pores. 

Noncircular cross-sections can have various effects on fluid flow and interface behavior compared to simple circular

cross-sections, primarily due to factors like the corner effect and shape-dependent surface tension. Experimental

observations have demonstrated that the snap-off process occurs more rapidly in channels with noncircular cross-

sections when compared to circular cross-sections . This outcome is attributed to reduced flow resistance within the

noncircular channels, primarily due to the presence of corners. This corner effect, by reducing resistance, facilitates higher

flow rates of the continuous wetting phase , thereby promoting the snap-off process.

Besides the corner effect, noncircular cross-sections can induce shape-dependent surface tension, which, in turn, affects

the capillary pressure within porous media accommodating two-phase fluids due to the presence of more complex

interfaces in such noncircular geometries. These interfaces comprise two distinct types: the main terminal meniscus

(MTM) and arc menisci (AMs). The MTM, which divides wetting and nonwetting phases in the center of the pore and

throat, represents the invading meniscus located at the pores and throats. It constitutes the primary curvature between the

two phases and is present in both circular and noncircular cross-sectional geometries. In contrast, the AMs are interfaces

that only exists in noncircular cross-sections, typically occurring at the corners of such geometries, and they are

considered secondary curvatures . The presence and characteristics of the AMs heavily depend on the specific angular

geometry of the noncircular cross-section.

In the case of circular cross-sections, the principal radii of curvature (r  and r ) represent the distances from the center of

the circle to any point on the boundary along two perpendicular directions. In circular interfaces, all points on the boundary

are equidistant from the center, making r  = r  = r, where r is the radius of the circular interface. Additionally, r can be

further expressed as r = R/𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃, where R represents the radius of the circular tube, σ  signifies the interfacial tension, and

θ denotes the contact angle. Therefore, Equation (1) can be simplified as shown in Equation (3), 

(3)

In the case of noncircular cross-sections, the interface between the two-phase fluids becomes more complex. The

curvature of the interface is assumed to be negligible in the plane perpendicular to that of the paper, which implies that the

principal radii of curvature would be r  = r and r  = ∞ . Under these circumstances, the capillary pressure across the

interface can be simplified using Equation (4), where the specific value of r is closely related to the characteristics of the

MTM and AMs in different noncircular cross-sections. In other words, the MTM and AMs exhibit distinct characteristics in

various noncircular cross-sections, and the specific values of the capillary pressure for two-phase fluids in different

noncircular cross-sections can be further calculated in detail using the MS-P theory  and the formulas introduced

by Ma et al. for the curvature and radius variation calculations of the MTM and AMs . 

(4)
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The MS-P method is based on equating the pressure difference across the AMs at the capillary tube’s corners to that of

the MTM . In conjunction with a multiphase system at a constant temperature, the Helmholtz free energy (F) can be

expressed as:

(5)

Here, for the bulk phase i and j, there are 𝑑𝐹𝑖=−𝑃𝑖𝑑𝑉𝑖, 𝑑𝐹𝑗=−𝑃𝑗𝑑𝑉𝑗, and 𝑑𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒=−𝜎𝑖𝑗𝑑𝐴𝑖𝑗. Equation (5) can be further

represented as Equation (6):

(6)

In a system with constant temperature and constant total volume, equilibrium is achieved when the Helmholtz free energy

F reaches its minimum value, which is represented as 

(7)

Combining Equations (6) and (7), for a noncircular cross-section containing two phases, water and oil, there is 

(8)

By incorporating the geometric relationships  among water, oil, and the soil surface (Equation (9)) into Equation (8), the

final expression for the capillary pressure in a noncircular cross-section  is derived as Equation (10), 

(9)

(10)

where 𝜎𝑜𝑤 represents the interfacial tension between water and oil, 𝐿𝑛𝑜𝑤 is contact line between water and oil after

displacement, 𝐿𝑛𝑜𝑠 is contact line between the oil and solid surface after displacement, 𝜃𝑜𝑤 denotes contact angle of

water on the reservoir porous medium, and 𝐴𝑛𝑜 is the contact area of the oil on the solid surface.

Upon comparing Equations (3) and (10), it becomes evident that the determination of the capillary pressure involved in the

two-phase fluids within porous media featuring circular cross-sections is relatively straightforward, requiring the interfacial

tension, contact angle, and pore cross-section radius. However, in porous media characterized with angular cross-

sectional structures, determining the capillary pressure becomes notably intricate. It involves considerations of the

interfacial tension, contact angle, and contact status of water–oil–solid surface (encompassing the water–oil contact line,

oil–solid surface contact line, and oil–solid surface contact area). Notably, irrespective of whether the pore geometry

features a circular or noncircular cross-section, the capillary pressure exhibits a dependence on the contact angle, which

is dictated by wettability. This observation signifies that changes in the wettability can induce alterations in the capillary

pressure within any pore geometry.

3.3.2. Pore–Throat Connection

Porous media fundamentally consist of network systems composed of relatively larger-volume pores interconnected by

smaller-volume throats or constrictions. This structural connectivity not only delineates porous media but also significantly

influences fluid flow phenomena within them, particularly in multiphase flow scenarios.

In the context of pore–throat systems, the occurrence of snap-off phenomena is influenced by the geometric configuration

of the pore–throat, specifically the ratio of the throat length to the pore diameter, abbreviated as the length-to-diameter

ratio. Yao et al. conducted experiments using microfluidic pore–throat systems in which they systematically varied the
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length-to-diameter ratio during oil–water imbibition experiments to analyze the impact of pore–throat connections on snap-

off phenomena . The experimental results demonstrated that, under different length-to-diameter ratios, distinct

displacement behaviors occurred, as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Two-phase flow behaviors within pore–throat connections with different length-to-diameter ratios. (a) Piston-like

displacement at the length-to-diameter ratio of 2.22. (b) Snap-off at the length-to-diameter ratio of 3.44.

After confirming the possibility of snap-off occurrence through the Rayleigh–Plateau instability theory, the volume and

position of the resulting snap-off bubble or droplet can be determined based on the aspect ratio, which is defined as the

ratio of the throat length to the throat width . Regarding the volume of the snap-off droplet, when the throat width

remains constant, the volume decreases as the aspect ratio increases. In terms of the location where the snap-off droplet

forms, when the aspect ratio exceeds 1, the resulting droplet forms within the throat. Conversely, when the aspect ratio is

less than 0.75, the snap-off droplet forms in the wider pore region after passing through the throat. When the aspect ratio

falls within the range of 0.75 to 1, both of these scenarios may occur . Compared to larger droplets formed in narrow

structures, smaller droplets or those formed in wider pore locations exhibit improved flow characteristics.

4. Impacts of Snap-Off

4.1. Unrecoverable Oil Droplet Formation

Unrecoverable oil droplets represent a direct outcome of the snap-off phenomenon, and they play a pivotal role in shaping

the microscopic distribution of the remaining oil within porous media in reservoirs . In the context of reservoir

exploitation, waterflooding stands as a prevalent method. During waterflooding operations, the nonwetting phase, typically

crude oil, undergoes displacement by the wetting phase, which is water. Within this process, snap-off events may

transpire. To elaborate, when crude oil is displaced to the central region of pore throats and gradually dislodged from the

pore walls by the advancing wetting phase, snap-off occurrences lead to the formation of oil droplets. These oil droplets

become entrapped within the pores, rendering them immobile and resistant to further displacement, hence the designation

unrecoverable oil droplets. The impact of these unrecoverable oil droplets on crude oil production is substantial .
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4.2. Oil Bridging Effect

The oil bridging effect  represents a significant potential outcome of snap-off phenomena, particularly noteworthy in

heterogeneous reservoirs characterized by a diverse range of pore sizes and geometries. This effect arises from the

intricate interplay between snap-off events and the inherent properties of such heterogeneous porous media. It results in

the entrapment of nonwetting-phase droplets within pore throats, giving rise to bridging-like structures or obstructions 

, rather than spherical shapes.

In these heterogeneous oil reservoirs, significant disparities exist in the dimensions of pores and throats, manifesting

substantial differences in their interactions with fluids. Larger pores, characterized by their expansive cross-sectional

areas and lower hydraulic resistance, tend to facilitate fluid flow, resulting in heightened fluid–pore interactions and

consequential alterations in surface properties, particularly wettability. Conversely, smaller throats, characterized by their

reduced cross-sectional areas and higher hydraulic resistance, impede fluid flow, maintaining their inherent wettability with

limited fluid interactions. In instances where larger pores with significantly modified wettability are interconnected with

smaller throats exhibiting unaltered wettability, forming integrated pore–throat systems, the formation of snap-off-induced

droplets leads to distinct interfacial tension at interfaces near pore surfaces and those adjacent to throat surfaces. This

variance in interfacial tensions results in droplet deformation, ultimately culminating in the formation of bridge-like

structures.

4.3. Drainage–Imbibition Hysteresis

Snap-off serves as the fundamental cause of drainage–imbibition hysteresis , a phenomenon characterized by

distinct variations in flow dynamics during drainage (the expulsion of liquid from pores) and imbibition (the infiltration of

liquid into pores) processes within porous media.

This hysteresis can significantly influence fluid behaviors and flow mechanisms in such media, most notably evident in the

nonalignment of relative permeability curves for the wetting phase during drainage and imbibition processes . During

drainage, the relative permeability of the wetting phase is higher, indicating relatively easier pore occupancy. However, in

the imbibition process, particularly in porous media with nonuniform pore structure or microscale heterogeneity , the

relative permeability of the wetting phase decreases, indicating the challenges for the wetting phase in completely

occupying the pore space.

4.4. Strong Foam Generation

Foam generation is essentially synonymous with gas bubble generation . Consequently, the production of foam within

porous media is closely intertwined with snap-off phenomena. Foam generation denotes the occurrence wherein gas

bubbles form within the porous medium during the multiphase flow, with the wetting phase and nonwetting phase within

the porous medium assuming the roles of liquid and gas phases, respectively. Previous studies on the mechanism of gas

bubble formation have identified snap-off as one primary principal mechanism responsible for the generation of strong

foam .

During multiphase fluid flow, foam generation can be classified into different categories, including strong foam and weak

foam. Strong foam is the term used to describe relatively large and stable gas bubbles that are produced when the wetting

phase rapidly pinches off the nonwetting phase. In contrast, weak foam consists of smaller and less stable bubbles. In

porous media where gas and liquid coexist, gas, acting as the nonwetting phase, undergoes separation from the wetting

liquid phase through snap-off phenomena, leading to the formation of larger gas bubbles.

4.5. Transient/Dynamic Effects

Apart from the aforementioned microscale consequences, snap-off can also exert an influence on specific macroscopic or

continuum-scale parameters within the realm of porous media and multiphase flow. These effects are categorized as

transient/dynamic effects, which are typically more pronounced in porous media characterized by coarser textures .

Droplets and bubbles, generated through snap-off, have been proven to influence fluid redistribution and introduce

macroscale inhomogeneities at transient state . When snap-off events occur, the entrapment of oil droplets or gas

bubbles occupies a portion of the pore volume within the porous medium. Consequently, this augments the relative

proportion of the nonwater phase in the reservoir, leading to a reduction in water saturation. It is essential to note that

water saturation maintains a well-established constitutive relationship with relative permeability . During multiphase

flow, the decline in water saturation typically coincides with a decrease in the water relative permeability. This decrease

implies greater challenges in displacing oil or gas by water, ultimately resulting in a reduced oil-recovery rate.
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4.6. Interconnections between Effects

The various effects induced by snap-off, as previously elucidated, are not isolated but rather interconnected. The most

conspicuous and common effect of snap-off is the formation of unrecoverable oil droplets. When these unrecoverable oil

droplets occur within heterogeneous oil reservoirs characterized by a wide range of pore sizes and geometries, factors

such as disparities in the interfacial tension, local pressure, and saturation, resulting from significant variations in pore and

throat dimensions, lead to the deformation of trapped oil droplets, transforming them from spheres into bridge-like shapes

and giving rise to the oil bridging effect.

Whether in the form of spherical trapped oil droplets or deformed oil bridges, these entities, serving as obstacles within

the porous medium, can alter fluid distribution at the microscopic level. Consequently, this alteration initiates drainage–

imbibition hysteresis and transient/dynamic effects, leading to a reduction in key macroscopic parameters, such as water

saturation within the porous medium and water relative permeability in the context of two-phase flow. This reduction has a

significant adverse impact on oil- or gas-recovery processes.

5. Prevention and Utilization of Snap-Off

5.1. Prevention of Snap-Off in Waterflooding for Oil Production

During the crude oil production through waterflooding, the occurrence of snap-off typically exerts a detrimental influence

on crude oil-recovery rates. This adverse impact arises from the interaction of oil and water phases during the

waterflooding process, where the oil phase frequently undergoes snap-off events . Consequently, this leads to the

formation of unrecoverable oil droplets, some of which may become entrapped in the narrow constrictions of the

reservoir’s porous media. These trapped oil droplets pose significant challenges to effective displacement, rendering them

irrecoverable residual oil droplets. Furthermore, the subsequent oil bridging effect, induced by the presence of these

residual oil droplets resulting from snap-off, further obstructs the unimpeded flow of the displacing phase within the porous

media. This additional hindrance substantially diminishes crude oil-recovery rates.

Essentially, during the waterflooding process, the formation of unrecoverable oil droplets, the oil bridging effect, and

drainage–imbibition hysteresis caused by the snap-off phenomenon collectively contribute to an increased volume of

trapped oil within subterranean reservoirs. This trapped oil becomes inaccessible, ultimately leading to lower oil recovery.

Therefore, extensive research and technological advancements within the petroleum industry are directed towards

mitigating or preventing the snap-off phenomenon to enhance recovery rates .

5.2. Utilization of Snap-Off in CO -EOR

CO -EOR, also referred to as CO  flooding, is a reservoir engineering technique employed to enhance oil recovery using

CO  . Typically, it finds application in reservoirs where conventional waterflooding has been conducted, yet a

substantial quantity of crude oil remains within the porous media of reservoirs. The fundamental principle underlying CO -

EOR involves the injection of CO  into the reservoir, primarily to reduce the viscosity of crude oil by blending with it within

the interstitial spaces of the porous medium. This process plays a pivotal role in enhancing the flowability of crude oil,

consequently elevating the sweep efficiency, and thereby increasing both the oil-production efficiency and oil-recovery

rate. Furthermore, during the implementation of CO -EOR, the introduction of appropriate foaming agents alongside CO

can lead to interactions with reservoir fluids that induce the occurrence of snap-off phenomena . This phenomenon

results in the formation of gas bubbles within the oil phase, which are effectively stabilized by the foaming agents.

5.3. Utilization of Snap-Off in CO  Storage

During the process of CO  geological storage, the occurrence of the snap-off phenomenon significantly enhances storage

efficiency . The characteristics of CO  storage in saline aquifers share similarities with oil production through

waterflooding in oil reservoirs, both involving immiscible two-phase fluids within porous media. Typically, brine or water

serves as the wetting phase, while CO  gas or oil function as the nonwetting phase. Therefore, findings related to snap-off

in oil reservoirs can contribute to a deeper understanding of the theoretical aspects and mechanisms behind CO  storage

in saline aquifers.

In summary, CO  geological storage in saline aquifers leverages the strong foam generation effect of snap-off to promote

the formation of large, stable CO  bubbles. Subsequently, transient/dynamic effects induced by snap-off lead to a

reduction in water saturation. As a consequence, water relative permeability decreases, impeding water flow within the

porous medium, thereby facilitating the primary goal of stably storing CO  bubbles within saline aquifer porous media. To
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optimize the efficient application of snap-off for CO  geological storage, several technical measures should be considered.

It is necessary to evaluate the storage capacity and sealing properties of the selected saline aquifers. The CO  injection

flow rate and pressure should be controlled within manageable ranges. Additionally, the implementation of numerical

simulations before CO  injection, real-time monitoring during injection, and long-term poststorage monitoring are essential

components of this process.
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